MOBOLAJI AKINTUNDE
BRAND MARKETER • SPEAKER • ENTREPRENEUR
Mobolaji started as a talent manager and has guided the careers
of several internationally acclaimed recording and visual artists.
He leverages his relationships in the Music & Entertainment,
Media, and Tech industries to pair big brands with culture
creators, generating opportunities for synergistic relationships.
He now uses his experience to help brands authentically connect
and engage with their audience, working with them to develop
their MVP (mission, values, and purpose) and their brand
strategy, as well as to launch innovative campaigns and
ventures.
Mobolaji also serves as a board member and strategic advisor
for several social organizations where he engages with Chicago's
urban youth and trains them to be bold expressive forces in their
community. He works to inspire the next generation of leaders
and innovators in realizing their fullest potential by breaking
through both real and perceived barriers to their success.
Mobolaji is an avid speaker with a breadth and depth of
experience to share. Whether one-on-one or in front of a large
crowd, he knows how to connect instantly and authentically with
an audience. He is a charismatic and thought-provoking
communicator, rooted in pop culture, digital startups, social
awareness, and transformational leadership. His relatable
approach will leave your audience engaged, motivated,
and inspired.

SPEAKING TOPICS
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Learn exciting strategies and
impactful lessons on how to find
and own your passion.
CONVEYING PURPOSE
Create who you are from the inside
out. Start with identifying your
purpose and have it stylistically
represent who you are.
MANAGEMENT, LEADERSHIP
AND TEAM BUILDING
Bring a new level of power to your
management and leadership of
projects and teams.
PEOPLE ENGAGEMENT
Learn how people engage with
brands across online and in-person
experiences and how to deepen
those engagements.
STRATEGIC PERSONAL
BRANDING
Take practical steps in building &
communicating your personal brand.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT ME:
“Mo has an astounding ability to
communicate a story and inspire others by
sharing his learnings and future goals. It has
been an absolute pleasure working with
Mobolaji and I expect incredible things for
the future of his speaking career.”
—TERESA SANDOVAL, GENERAL ASSEMBLY

“From getting to know and introducing our
speakers and masterfully engaging with the
crowd, Mr. Akintunde channeled our theme
of Evoke Presence and explored it perfectly
on stage.”
—COLIN HERZOG, TEDX COLUMBIA COLLEGE
CHICAGO

PLACES WHERE I’VE SPOKEN:

“Mo is an engaging speaker who attracts not
only with his ideas, but his stand-out style.
He’s creative, interactive, and a positive
force.”
—REBECCA OTIS LEDER, SALESFORCE

AVAILABLE FOR:

•
•
•
•
•

Talks & Firesides
Keynotes
Workshops & Seminars
Panel Discussions
Hosting & MC Opportunities

FOR MORE INFO:

TEXT ‘MOSPEAKS’ TO

310.904.6891

